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ABOUT IDT INSIGHTS
IDT Insights is the arm of Insense Data Technologies
that deals with conducting ground-breaking research
and industry collaboration with the sole aim of
revealing turning-point insights to companies and
helping them solve the mysteries and complex
challenges within their industries.
Insense Data Technologies, as a Data Science
Consultancy Firm and Decision Intelligence Platform,
focuses on delivering to our clients: Insights as a
Service, data-driven decision support systems and
big data management platforms for their businessgenerated data.
The changes in technology have led to disruptive
changes in consumer behavior which in turn, have
thrown some companies out of business. The impact
on how companies do business is something that
should thus be closely monitored so that the
companies can understand them and modify their
strategies in time to stay in business.
IDT Insights is thus dedicated to providing superior
industry insights based on both primary and
secondary research on the emerging industry issues
so as to help our clients stay ahead of time, make
informed decisions, run effectively and generally
achieve superior results despite the emerging
disruptive industry changes.

INTRODUCTION

Retail industry has always been on an upward spiral but at the same time been rocked by disruptions from every
corner. Those who have weathered the storm so far aren’t those who had the best long term strategies but rather
those who understood the imminent industry changes and modified their strategies early enough to make them
continue surviving in the new environments.
The risk is even higher for the brick and mortar retailors led by Tuskys and Naivas in Kenya. With the shocking
death of Nakumatt, these retailors, who used to look up to Nakumatt now need to rethink their strategies so as
not to end up in the same place. They not only face stiff competition from the numerous burgeoning minisupermarkets in residential estates but the threat is now more real from the online retailors. Jumia, despite their
tribulations in the last year, are focusing on new strategies that are expected to make their presence in the
countries they are operating in like Kenya even more marked and felt.
The online retail is itself not a smooth ride as has been seen by Jumia’s closure of operations in various countries
as well as Safaricom’s Masoko finally opting to strip down a huge chunk of their failed businesses. Now more than
ever, every retailer must stay alert at all times, understand industry changes and the changes in consumer
behavior and modify their strategies to align with the new changes.
This report, powered by our AI4Retail arm, is focused on highlighting insights observed regarding the trends in
consumer and retailer behavior in the Retail Industry for the period ended 2019. The report is minimalistic and
covers only three main sections: online presence, holiday spending and AI adoption.

ONLINE
PRESENCE

56%

Percentage of time spent shopping online.
18.4 % YoY growth in 2018.

61%

60%

Percentage of online sales done
via mobile. 27% YoY Growth.

Percentage of shoppers who used mobile
apps.

Ø There is a consumer behavior disruption that sees most people moving online for their purchases and the percentage is expected to increase to
58% by 2023. To stay ahead of competition, retailers need to focus a lot more on their online stores and make them attractive for their walk-in
store customers otherwise they will lose more and more customers to their competitors who have stronger and better online presence.
Ø As the retailers go online, it is important to note that building great mobile apps is more attractive to having their e-commerce on a website as
most people prefer mobile apps to websites. This is not to say that the websites should be abandoned, they should also be done to perfection
to serve the 40% of customers who would prefer them over the apps for one reason or the other.

85%

70%

Percentage growth of mobile searches for
“where to buy” phrase.

Percentage of people who use google
before buying something new.

Ø When people need to buy something but can’t seem to know where, they use Google as the tool of reference and the trend is on an upward
exponential growth. This means that now more than ever, your business must have a great SEO-friendly information of what it offers so that it
can easily pop up in the search results.
Ø If your products/services aren’t easily findable on Google, you are missing out on 70% of potential new customers. By being easily findable, we
mean having a strong online presence which could include social media as well as rich content describing your products and services on your
website, blog articles highlighting what your company does, video content on YouTube among many other options. They key is content-rich
online presence!

Ø Brick and mortar is predicted to grow by $36 billion by
2022, and ecommerce is predicted to grow by $50
billion in the same period.
Ø Globally, retail sales are expected to grow to a total of
$26.07 trillion in 2020 and $29.76 trillion by the end
of 2023. With e-commerce expected to play an
increasingly bigger role every year, it is becoming
clearer day by day why retailers, especially those in
Kenya, need to take their online platforms more
seriously.

HOLIDAY
SPENDING

67%

Percentage of holiday purchases planned
before purchase.

48%

30%

Percentage of people who are open to trying
new retailers during the holiday period.

Percentage of shoppers who actually
tried out new retailers.

Ø Most purchases during holidays aren’t made impromptu; people plan for them weeks and even months before and you might find yourself doing your holiday
promotions when it is already too late and people are done with their shopping planning. So you must stay ahead of the calendar and plan your promotions to start
early enough at a time when your potential customers are planning their purchases. For instance, Valentines Day is coming soon and most people will know what
gifts they will buy or which places they will visit way ahead of the 14th of Feb.
Ø Important to take care of is the high number of people who try out new retailers during the holiday periods. This is therefore the best time for the retailers to not
only increase their sales but to also try and acquire – with a retention plan – new customers so that their sales can remain high post-holidays.
Ø In summary, holidays are the best time for a retailer to increase their sales and to acquire new customers. The end of the holiday season however, is the best time
for retailers to understand their customer lifetime value, customer retention, and how effective their promotions are not just to check by what percentage their
sales increased. It is a time for soul-searching, not just rejoicing the increased sales and checking target achievement percentages and employee KPI effectiveness.

76%

85%

Percentage of shoppers who prefer a great
product above all else.
75%

Percentage of shoppers who prefer great
deals

64%

Percentage of shoppers who prefer a great
convenience.
Percentage of shoppers who prefer free
shipping to fast shipping.

Ø As we talk about acquisition and retention of customers during the holiday period, it is important to understand what makes a loyal customer tick.
Ø Three factors stick out and these factors are:
Ø Great Product
Ø Great Deals
Ø Great Convenience
Ø Retailers therefore need to intuitively offer a mix of these three factors to help them not only attract and acquire new customers but to also retain them and earn
the highest value from them for the longest period of time possible.
Ø As we talk about convenience, it is also important to know if your customers prefer free shipping or fast shipping and which customer segments prefer which
option. As can be seen, a high percentage of shoppers are willing to wait a little longer for their shipping to arrive as long as it is free of charge.

Ø So what exactly is the spending behavior of customers
during the holiday seasons?
Ø In the past few years, more and more people have been
leaning towards spending on experiences as opposed to
material things during the holidays. As a matter of fact,
in the past 5 years, spending on experiences has grown
from 38% to 40% of the total holiday spend.
Ø In the next decade, spend on experiences will move
closer to half of the total holiday spend.

40%

Percentage of holiday spend that goes to
experiences.

34%

26%

Percentage holiday spend that goes to gifts

Percentage of holiday spend that goes to
non-gifts.

Ø It is important for retailers to know what exactly they should promote at what time of the year. Even more important is for the retailer to know
exactly what customer segments prefer what way of spending their holiday so as to offer to them tailored products and services.
Ø In preparation for the holidays, the retailers thus need to know these stats so as to adequately prepare and put more effort on what would earn
more. With experiences at 40%, the retailers thus need to know what products the customers would need for these experiences and sell that to
them. If it is gifts, they need to know what type of gifts are offered to what customer segments and demographics.
Ø Staying ahead of the customer to provide what they need is what differentiates the successful retailor from the failed one; the market leader
and the followers.

75%

Preference to Experiences at Home

59%

25%

Preference to Dining in Restaurants

Preference to Staying Overnight in Hotels
and Resorts

Ø A deeper delve into the data shows that of all the experiences, the three most preferred
options are:
Ø Experiences at home
Ø Dining in restaurants
Ø Staying overnight in hotels and resorts

55%

Percentage of holiday spent on clothes

55%

47%

Percentage holiday spent on gift cards

Percentage of holiday spent on games,
toys, dolls

AI
ADOPTION

Ø Big Data and AI is increasingly being adopted in various
industries and the retail sector is not left out.
Ø Globally, more and more retailers are continuing to
embrace AI in their operations and to help them
improve their mission to better serve their customers.
Ø In the next section, we see the list of functions that
retailers are delegating to AI systems and the percentage
of retailers who use each of them.

What do most retailers use AI for ?

01

Tailor pricing and
promotions

02

Provide relevant search
results

03

Personalize content across
all channels

04

Curate products that consumers
are most likely looking for

05

Enable visual search based
on images

Other areas in which AI is finding increasing use case among retailers include:

01

Store layout planning and product
content placement on online pages

02

Making restocking decisions to avoid
understocking or overstocking

03

Customer Lifetime Value
prediction and churn prediction

04

Making upselling and crossselling decisions

05

Deciding product packaging,
promotion products and discounts

Other areas in which AI is finding increasing use case among retailers include:

06

Sales and demand
forecasting

07

Markdown decisions

08

Advertising channels

09

Expansion decisions

10

Customer care and customer
communications with tailored
messaging

Ø In summary:
Ø Retail Industry is undergoing a renaissance period and as
a retailor, you don’t want to be left behind.
Ø Brick and mortar is still here to stay. However, every year
in the future will see more and more people moving
online.
Ø The holiday periods remain the largest contributor to
overall annual sales in retail with 20% - 30% of all annual
sales occurring during the holidays.

COURTESY OF:
Ø Insense Data
Technologies
Ø Google For Retail
Holiday Playbook
Ø Deloitte Holiday
Retail Survey
Ø Statista
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